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Can classes inherit from classes in
the same file? I'm talking about the
C# language. This what I want to

achieve: namespace Server { class
Component {} class ServiceProvider

{ } class Container : Component,
ServiceProvider {} class Client :

Component { } A: It's certainly a bad
idea. What is required is that all
classes that have a mutual base

class are in the same namespace (in
the same file). If that's impossible,
like for example when a specific

technical requirement forces you to
put the class in a sub-folder, then
you might be able to do what you
suggest. A: It is not a good idea,

because the classes are not in the
same namespace, and would be

broken at runtime. This is very much
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not a good idea, especially as it will
not compile in the way you expect,
and will lead to a runtime error (as

files may not be found, as they
belong to different namespaces).
Even worse, if you try to include a

file like that, you have broken binary
compatibility, as suddenly no

server/client binary can understand
each other's code. A: In a top-level
class, it's ok. I'd say that it's not a
good idea to have this be the case
though. If you have two or more

classes with a common parent class,
then don't put them in the same file.
It's against the OOP principles that it
follows. It can make sense to do this
if there's multiple logical chunks of
code (like a general framework, and
a particular class implementation),
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or if you're executing in a special
context ( c6a93da74d
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